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Alt codes french pdf

LetterLetter TypeAlt Code ÀUppercase Accent Grave (A)0192 ÂUppercase Accent Circonflex (A)0194 ÄUppercase Accent Tréma (A)0196 ÆUppercase Ligature(AE)0198 ÇUppercase Cedilla (C)0199 ÈUppercase Accent Grave (E)0200 ÉUppercase Accent Aigu (E)0201 ÊUppercase Accent Circonflex (E)0202 ËUppercase Accent Tréma (E)0203 ÎUppercase Accent Circonflex (I)0206 ÏUppercase Accent
Tréma (I)0207 ÔUppercase Accent Circonflex (O)0212 ŒUppercase Ligature(OE)0140 ÙUppercase Accent Grave (U)0217 ÛUppercase Accent Circonflex (U)0219 ÜUppercase Accent Tréma (U)0220 àLowercase Accent Grave (a)0224 âLowercase Accent Circonflex (a)0226 äLowercase Accent Tréma (a)0228 æLowercase Ligature(ae)0230 çLowercase Cedilla (c)0231 LetterLetter TypeAlt Code
èLowercase Accent Grave (e)0232 éLowercase Accent Aigu (e)0233 êLowercase Accent Circonflex (e)0234 ëLowercase Accent Tréma (e)0235 îLowercase Accent Circonflex (i)0238 ïLowercase Accent Tréma (i)0239 ôLowercase Accent Circonflex (o)0244 œLowercase Ligature(oe)0156 ùLowercase Accent Grave (a)0249 ûLowercase Accent Circonflex (u)0251 üLowercase Accent Tréma (u)0252 Make
sure you turn on NumLock, press and hold alt, enter the Alternate Code value of a special French letter, for example, for a small highlight grave e, type 0232 on the numeric keyboard, release alt key and you have no. *You must enter, it beats 0. ** The above procedure is not applicable to MacOS. For more information on how to use charecters, symbols and emoji, please check out our How to Use Alt-
Codes? Page. Alt - 0192À - a grave Alt - 0224à - a grave Alt - 0194Â - a circumflex Alt - 0226â - a circumflex Alt - 0196Ä - a umlaut Alt - 0228ä - a umlaut Alt - 0200È - e grave Alt - 0232è - e grave Alt - 0201É - e acute Alt - 0233é - e acute Alt - 0202Ê - e circumflex Alt - 0234ê - e circumflex Alt - 0203Ë - e umlaut Alt - 0235ë - e umlaut Alt - 0206Î - I circumflex Alt - 0238î - i circumflex Alt - 0207Ï - I umlaut Alt -
0239ï - i umlaut Alt - 0212Ô - O circumflex Alt - 0244ô - o circumflex Alt - 0140Œ Alt - 0156œ Alt - 0217Ù - U grave Alt - 0249ù - u grave Alt - 0219Û - U circumflex Alt - 0251û - u circumflex Alt - 0220Ü - U umlaut Alt - 0252ü - u umlaut Alt - 0159Ÿ Alt - 0255ÿ - y umlaut Alt - 0199Ç - c cedilla Alt - 0231ç - c cedila Alt - 0171« Alt - 0187» Alt - 0128€ comments powered by Share / Tweet / Pin Me! If you write in
French on a laptop or regularly on a desktop computer, the best way to write accents on your PC is with an international keyboard. But if you enter them only occasionally and have a full keyboard, you can use ALT codes. They work with a numeric keypad, not a series of numbers at the top of the keyboard. In other words, these codes won't work on your laptop until you have a dedicated numeric keypad. To
enter French accents with ALT codes, hold down ALT and type the three or four digits listed here on the numeric keypad. Release ALT and you'll see a letter with accents or a special ALT + ALT + + + accent grave à 133 À 0192 a circonflexion â 131 Â 0194 a tréma ä 132 Ä 142 a e ligature æ 145 Æ 146 cédille ç 135 Ç 128 e accent aigu é 130 É 144 e grave accent è 13 8 È 0200 e circonflexion ê 136 Ê 0202 tr
eéma ë 137 Ë 0203 i circonflexe î 140 Î 0206 i trema ï 139 Ï 0207 o circonflexion ô 147 Ô 0212 o e ligature œ 0 156 Œ 0140 u accent grave 147 Ô 0212 o e ligature œ 0156 Œ 0140 u accent grave 147 Ô Ô 0212 o e ligature œ 0156 Œ 0140 u accent grave 147 Ô 0212 o e ligature œ 0156 Œ Œ 0 140 u accent grave 147 Ô 0212 o e ligature œ 0156 Œ 0140 u accent grave 147 Ô 0212 o e ligature œ 0156 ù 151 Ù
0217 u circonflexion û 150 Û 0219 u trema ü 129 Ü 154 guillemets « 174 » 175 symbole euro € 0128 Do not use Windows? Enter French accents in any Share/Tweet/Pin Me operating system! Stay up to date with Lawless French Instructions: On the keyboard (make sure numlock is turned on) Press and hold the Alt key and enter the numeric code. Example: For the letter é : Hold down Alt and type 130 Let
go of both fingers at once. Currency &amp; other symbols SYMBOL CODE NAME ¢ Cent sign Alt+0162 £ British Pound Alt+0163 € Euro currency Alt+0128 ¥ Japanese yen Alt+0165 ƒ Dutch Florin Alt+0131 ¤ Generic currency symbol Alt+0164 © Copyright symbol Alt+0169 ® Registered Symbol Alt+017 4 ™ Trademarks Alt +0153 • List Dot Alt +0149 § Section Symbol Alt + 0167 - en-dash Alt + 0150 - em-
dash Alt + 0151 ¶ Paragraph symbol Alt + 0182 Consoners SYMBOL CODE NUMBER Ç Alt + 0199 ç Alt + 0231 « Alt + 5 0171 » Alt+0187 € Alt+0128 œ Alt+0156 ¿ Alt+0191 ¡ Alt+0161 Symbol CODE NUMBER 1/4 One quarter 1/2 One half 3/4 Three quarters 1/7 One seventh 1/9 9 1/10 One tenth 1/1/2 13 One Third 2/3 Two-Thirds 1/5 One Fifth 2/5 Two-Fifths 3/5 Three-Fifths 4/5 Four-Fifths 1/6 One Sixth
5/6 Five Sixes 1/8 One Eighth 3/8 Three-Eighths 5/8 Five-eighths 7/8 Seven-eighths Click here to print this chart. Highlighting codes . All rights reserved. International keyboard codes for consoners, punctuation sym code Ç Shift + RightAlt + &lt; ç RightAlt + &lt; « RightAlt +[ » RightAlt +] € Control+RightAlt+5 Windows French Keyboard If you want to simulate a non-US keyboard, follow the instructions to
activate the keyboard locales to activate and switch the Microsoft keyboard. Macintosh Accent Codes Accented Vowels Format is to hold the first two keys down at the same time, release and type the vowel you want to have accented. For a template, the V symbol means any vo-word. Mac Option Codes for Voquous ACCENT PATTERN TEMPLATE Acute á Á Option+E, V Circumflex â Option+I, V Grave à À
Option+', V Umlaut ë Ë Option+U, In Example 1: To enter lowercase letters oh, hold down option key, then key E. Release both keys and type lowercase o. Example 2: To enter a large o, hold down Option, and then hold down E. Release all both keys and type large O. Other Consonating/Punctuation Characters Sym Mac Option Code ç Option+C Ç Shift+Option+C «Option+\ » Shift++ Option+\
Shift+Option+2 AZERTY Keyboard Options The AZERTY keyboard is a variant layout where the Q and A keys are switched from the English QWERTY layout. The layout is used in many French-speaking countries because it also supports other French characters. Both Windows and Macintosh can simulate AZERTY layouts or other similar For information on how to activate them on each platform, see
Keyboards. French websites If you are developing web pages with French content, the following information may ensure that the content is displayed correctly. This section provides French-specific information. For general information about developing non-English sites, see Encoding tutorial or Site layout. Historical Unicode (utf-8) is the preferred encoding for sites. However, the following historical encoding
may still occur. iso-8859-1 (Latin 1), iso-8859-15 (adds support for euro (€) win-1252 If possible, you should switch to Unicode. Language Tags allow browsers and other software to process text more efficiently. They are also important for optimal screen reader access. Below are some common codes that could be used in the Francophone world. French and main dialects of the historical phase of fro (old
French) frm (Middle French) Selected minority HTML accent codes: These codes are used to enter accented letters in HTML. For example, to enter île, type &amp;amp; icirc;le. Numbers in parentheses are numeric codes assigned in Unicode. For example, because î is the number 238, &amp;#238;le can also be used to enter île. These numbers are also used with the Windows Alt codes above. French
Entity Codes Capital Vowels Vwl Entity Code À &amp;Agrave;(192) Â &amp;Acirc; (194) Ä &amp;Auml; (196) È &amp;Egrave; (200) É &amp;Eacute; (201) Ê &amp;Ecirc; (202) Ë &amp;Euml; (203) Î &amp;Icirc; (206) Ï &amp;Iuml; (207) Ô &amp;Ocirc; (212) Œ &amp;OElig; (140) Ù &amp;Ugrave; (217) Û &amp;Ucirc; (219) Ü &amp;Uuml; (220) Ÿ &amp;Yuml; (159) Lower Vowels Vwl Entity Code à
&amp;agrave; (224) â &amp;acirc; (226) ä &amp;auml; (228) è &amp;egrave; (232) é &amp;eacute; (233) ê &amp;ecirc; (234) ë &amp;euml; (235) î &amp;icirc; (238) ï &amp;iuml; (239) ô &amp;ocirc; (244) œ &amp;oelig; (156) ù &amp;ugrave; (250) û &amp;ucirc; (251) ü &amp;uuml; (252) ÿ &amp;yuml; (255) Cons/Symbols Sym Entity Code Ç &amp;Ccedil; (199) ç &amp;ccedil; (231) « &amp;laquo; (171) »
&amp;raquo; (187) ‹ &amp;lsaquo; › &amp;rsaquo; € &amp;euro; Linux/Unix Top of Page French accent marks are an integral part of French writing and correct spelling. Improper use of accent markers, or their absence, can cause embarrassing mistakes and frustrating misunderstandings. French students who want to become competent in reading the language must also understand how to use French
accent characters. Keep reading to learn everything you need to know, including the French accent codes to use when typing! [cta_split_test id=BST-French-short code] 5 French Accent MarksSo, what are the five accent markers in French and when do you use them? Four accents are used only on vops, and one of them is used only on the letter C. These symbols usually indicate something about the
pronunciation of a letter or the history of a word that we will later in this guide. Watch the video below to get started, then move on to specific rules on how to use a French accent accent Aïgue (é) On the letter E you will see only the accent of the aigu. The letter E can have many different pronunciations in French, so the location of this accent means the reader how it is pronounced. This particular sound is
similar to the E sound in the English word hey or say, compared to E in bed or silent E at the end of the word. The emphasis of aigu can be found in words such as un été (summer) and une école (school). Accent Grave (à, è, ù) This accent mark can help mark pronunciation, as in une pièce (a play) or une espèce (kind). In this case, you'll pronounce E rather than E in bed, rather than E in hey or say.
Highlighting a grave can also help distinguish between two similarly pronounced (and spelled) words that have different meanings. This is the accent's most common use on the letters A and U. Some examples include the words ou (or) and où (where) or words a (has) and à (do). Accent Circonflèxe (â, ê, î, ô, û) This accent is unique in its historical significance. Note that the vomours that were followed by the
letter S in French. When these S's remained silent for several hundred years, French scholars decided to remove them from spelling words. Instead of including a silent S in these words, they began to place the circonflèxe accent tag on the previous voco. Often omitted S appears in English versions of words that contain a similar Latin root. For example, la forêt translates as forest, also of Latin origin.
Circonflexion can also help determine the pronunciation difference for A, E and O.S.â, the sound becomes a little more rounded, as in pates (noodles). ê is pronounced as short e as in set in English, and as in the French word la tête (title). ô is pronounced as a closed sound, as in allô (hello). In some places, circonflexion can distinguish between homophones such as jeune (young) and le jeûne (fasting), or
un mur (wall) and mûr (mature). Sometimes the accent can be seen in other places, such as the relatively new French word – émoticône (emotico). Trëma (ë, ï, ü) In French, the third indicates that you should pronounce two voies side by side separately. For example, in French you pronounce the word Noël (Christmas) as nowell and not nole. Likewise, you would pronounce maïs (corn) as mayees and not
can. This is a departure from the typical French pronunciation rule, where two adjacent voscoes usually merge to form a single sound. Cédille (ç) Of all the French accent marks you will see only this one on the letter C. Çédille transforms the C sound from hard to soft. Examples include – français (French), un garçon (boy) and deçu (disappointed). Note: French C can also soften when preceded by the letters
E, I or Y, such as la glace (ice cream). So çédille is mainly used for those soft C's that are followed by a letter other than E, I, or Y.French CodesOnce you are familiar with accent tags, it is likely that you need French accent codes to write them on your computer. Here are some useful shortcuts for those who do not have access to the French keyboard. French highlight codes for pc UsersAs if you're using
Microsoft Word on your computer, use the French accent codes below. (Note: Don't try to press all the keys at once; instead, press down one at a time and hold until they're all pressed). Accent aïgue (é): Press CTRL ' (apostrophe), followed by accent grave (à, è, ù): Press CTRL ' (button to the left of 1), followed by accent circonflèxe (â, ê, î, ô, û): Press CTRL Shift 6 followed by Trëma (ë, ï, ü): Press CTRL
Shift ; followed by the letter Cédille (ç): Press CTRL - followed by the letter If you are having trouble using any of the above codes, try these alternate codes for PC:Alt - 0233 (e)Alt - 0224 (à)Alt - 0232 (no)Alt - 0249 (ù)Alt - 0226 (â)Alt - 0 234 (ê)Alt - 0238 (î)Alt - 0244 (ô)Alt - 0251 (û)Alt - 0235 (ë)Alt - 0239 (ï)Alt - 0252 (ü)Alt - 0231 (ç)French accent codes for MacDon Users't fret! There are also diacritics for
Mac users. Use the following key the next time you type a French letter with accents. Accent aïgue (é): Press Option e Accent grave (à, è, ù): Press Option ' followed by the letterAccent circonflèxe (â, ê, î, ô, û): Press the option followed by the letter Tricma (ë, ï, ü): Press u followed by c. (You do not have to press C another time later). As you master the five French accent brands, make sure you have help
along the way. Experienced French teachers will know how to explain the intricacies of language, and catch the common mistakes that many students make. Nothing can replace hard work and dedication to your studies, but consistent feedback from a reliable source is essential for truly better! If you can't afford private lessons, try one of our free online French courses run by live instructors today. Post
Author: Carol Beth L. Carol Beth L. teaches French lessons in Sacramento, CA. He has a master's degree in French language education from the Sorbonne University in Paris and has been teaching since 2009. Learn more about Carol Beth here! Here!
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